City of Brookville
Memorial Tree Program
List of Approved Trees

Autumn Blaze Maple

Height: 50’

Spread 40’

Shape: Upright branching, broadly oval
Foliage: Medium green
Fall color: Brilliant orange-red, long lasting
Draught tolerance and exceptionally bright red fall color are hallmarks of this popular and proven
performer. A hybrid of Red and Siler Maple, this vigorous grower combines the best attributes of both in a
stately, adaptable, fast growing shade tree.

Celebration Maple

Height: 50’

Spread 40’

Shape: Broadly oval
Foliage: Green
Fall Color: Yellow to orange
Leaves are deeply cut and resemble those of Silver Maple, but the tree has better form. Open branch angles
and strong wood resist storm and ice damage. Tolerant of urban soils.

Marmo Maple

Height: 55’

Spread: 45’

Shape: Upright, oval
Foliage: Medium green
Fall Color: Orange to Orange-Red
A seedless hybrid of Red and Silver Maple, its growth rate and form are similar to that of Silver Maple, while
its fall color is that of Red Maple. Resistance to frost cracking is also a plus.

Fall Fiesta Sugar Maple

Height 50’

Spread 40’

Shape: Broadly ovate
Foliage: Dark Green
Fall Color: Orange, Red and Yellow Sturdy and compact when young, this cultivar matures to become a fullsize specimen with an especially symmetrical crown and thick dark green summer foliage. Autumn brings
on a mix of orange, red and yellow colors.

Green Mountain Sugar Maple

Height: 50’

Spread: 40’

Shape: Broadly oval
Foliage: Dark Green
Fall Color: Reddish-orange to red
Green Mountain is the standard for comparison in Sugar Maples. It is the most widely planted selection and
has proven itself well over time. Probably the hardiest of Sugar Maples and is the best choice for northern
areas.

Expresso Coffee Tree

Height: 50’

Spread: 35’

Shape: Oval to vase with upright arching branches
Foliage: Huge doubly compound leaves, bluish-green
Fall Color: Yellow
The huge doubly compound leaves give this tree a tropical feel, and the arching branches present an elmlike form. This is a seedless selection. Good tolerance of heat, drought and cold.

Greenspire Linden

Height: 40’

Spread 30’

Shape: Pyramidal, symmetrical
Foliage: Dark Green
Fall Color: Yellow
Introduced in 1961, this durable cultivar has become the standard of comparison among the Lindens. It has a
strong central leader, very uniform branch arrangement and a symmetrical, pyramidal form.

Skyline Honeylocust

Height: 45’

Spread: 35’

Shape: Broadly pyramidal
Foliage: Fine textured, medium green
Fall Color: Golden
Fruit: Seedless
The most widely used Honeylocust cultivar. Its upright spreading branch angles, well behaved form and
environmental tolerance make the Skyline an ideal street tree in many situations.

Red Oak

Height: 50’

Spread: 45’

Shape: Rounded
Foliage: Dark Green
Fall Color: Red
The Red Oak is a large, fast growing, broad headed tree. The large leaves turn from a rich green to deep red
in the fall.

Exclamation Planetree

Height 55’

Spread: 35’

Shape: Upright pyramidal
Foliage: Medium Green
Fall Color: Yellow
A strong central leader and upright pyramidal shape make this tree easy to grow in the nursery. A carefree
performer on city streets, it is urban tolerant, anthracnose resistant and moderately resistant to powdery
mildew.

